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Background Industry’s noise has long been an issue that cannot be resolved properly so it can be a serious threat to the workers’ hearing function. In Indonesia, the incidence of noise-induced hearing loss is estimated between 20%–30% of the total working population in the formal sector who are productive, while the incidence of hearing loss due to noise in the informal sector is not yet known.

Objective This study aims to determine the relation of noise and other risk factors for hearing loss on carpenters of informal sector in Duren Sawit district, East Jakarta in 2013.

Method This study was an observational analytic with a cross sectional method. This research was carried out on 71 wood-workers in Duren Sawit districts, East Jakarta. Data were obtained from observations, additional physical examination, and an interview based on a questionnaire that has been made. Analysed using univariate and bivariate analysis.

Results A total of 51 workers (71.8%) had subjective hearing loss. All workers have the perception that their workplace is quite noisy. In bivariate analysis, the use of Hearing Protection Devices has a significant effect on the occurrence of hearing loss, with a value of \( p = 0.032 \), OR = 8.824.

Conclusion Noise has a considerable impact on the occurrence of hearing loss. In addition, workers who did not use Hearing Protection Devices have 8 times greater risk for hearing loss compared with workers who use Hearing Protection Devices.
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Introduction There is a shortage of information on hand arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) data among exposed workers in developing countries, in particular hot regions. The oil industry in United Arab Emirates (UAEm) is expanding and vibrating tools are used regularly in this industry. Data on the degree of exposure to hand arm vibration and associated symptoms among exposed workers in UAE are scarce.

Methods All workers (n = 115) exposed to hand-arm vibration in the company were included. Personal vibration levels were measured for vibration tools used for different job titles. Personal A (8) daily exposure values were calculated for all by combining typical daily exposure duration with measured tool vibration levels. A questionnaire was administered to all workers.

Results 5 participants were excluded due to Diabetes. Participants were divided in three exposure categories using the A (8) values. The prevalence of HAVS among the 110 participants was 13.6% (vibration white finger 0.9%, neurosensory symptoms 3.6%, and 9.1% musculoskeletal symptoms). Cases of HAVS increased significantly with age, increasing exposure categories and total years vibration exposure. Multiple logistic regression analysis delineated that the only statistical significant predictor of HAVS was the current A (8) exposure level. Participants in highest exposure category were at a risk of HAVS 37 times greater than those in the lowest exposure category. (CI: 5–270.6).

Conclusion This is the first study of occupational exposure to vibration and risk factors for HAVS amongst oil workers in UAE. The study shows that the sensorineural and musculoskeletal components are more common then the vascular in warm area. Also HAVS symptoms were found to increase with increasing current A (8) exposure levels. It is essential that follow-up studies be carried out among larger numbers of hand-arm vibration exposed workers and appropriate health surveillance program developed to identify early sensorineural and musculoskeletal symptoms.
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Introduction The European Union (EU) Machinery Directive mandates that manufacturers inform the EU user of hand-held tools about the vibration values emitting acceleration exceeding 2.5 m/s². Emission assessment and declaration guidelines exist (ISO 20643 and EN 60745). The goal of this study was to review and compare published manufacturer information for users...